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Abstract
It is shown that a \natural" reduction of words leads to canonical forms representing elements
of the free -regular semigroup. c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
A natural attempt when solving the word problem for a given presentation (of a
group, a monoid or a semigroup) is to orient the dening relations and use them as
\reductions". It helps often to add some consequences rst. For a contact to extensive
literature see, for instance, the book by Book and Otto [2].
Not much is known about the relative, so-called, identity problem (or equivalently:
word problem for free objects in varieties) in the associative case. An extreme eort
has been devoted to the varieties of semigroups given by the identity xm+n = xm, m; n
positive integers { see the paper by Guba [3].
Of course, term rewriting is a well established part of theoretical computer science
{ see, for instance, [4].
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We consider here the varieties of all groups, completely simple -regular semigroups
and -regular semigroups. The rst two classes serve here only as a small starter for
the last one.
Involutary semigroups play a similar role with respect to two-way automata as semi-
groups in the theory of (ordinary one-way) automata { see [1]. The word problem for
free -regular semigroups has been solved in a very restrictive case by Pecuchet [5].
Let F be the free semigroup on the alphabet Y ,  the empty word, G1 =G[fg for
any GF . Let jaj be the length of the word a 2 F1. b 2 F is a factor or segment of
a 2 F if there exist u; v 2 F1 such that a=ubv. In case of u= (v=) we speak about
initial (nal) segment. A relation ! F  F1 is called a reduction on F if jbj< jaj
for any a ! b, a 2 F , b 2 F1. Denote the reexive{transitive closure of ! by ).
b 2 F is called a !-canonical form if b ! c for no c 2 F1 and b is a !-canonical
form of a if in addition a) b. Let  be the equivalence relation on F1 generated by
!. ! is locally conuent if, for every a; b; c 2 F such that b  a ! c, there exists
d 2 F1 such that b ) d ( c and it is conuent if, for every a; b; c 2 F such that
b ( a ) c, there exists d 2 F1 such that b ) d ( c. Taking here a 2 G we can
speak about (local) conuence on GF . Clearly, conuence implies local conuence
and a folklore result states that a locally conuent reduction is also conuent. In such
a situation, every a 2 F has the unique !-canonical form which we denote by !a . In
this case also a  b if and only if !a =!b .
An involutary semigroup is a unary semigroup (S;  ; ) satisfying a= a, (a  b)=
b  a for every a; b 2 S. It is called a -regular semigroup if, in addition, aaa = a
for every a 2 S.
Let X = fx1; x2; : : :g be our standard countable innite alphabet. We write often
x=x1; y=x2; : : : . Let X =fx1 ; x2 ; : : :g be its disjoint copy. Clearly, the free semigroup
F on Y = X [ X  equipped with the obvious involution
(x1i1  : : :  xmim ) = x−mim  : : :  x−1i1 ;
where 1; : : : ; m 2 f−1; 1g, x1 = x, x−1 = x is a free involutary semigroup on X .
Let  be the fully invariant congruence on F generated by the pair (xxx; x), that is,
the congruence on F generated by all pairs (aaa; a), a 2 F which is the same as the
equivalence relation on F generated by all pairs (abbbc; abc), a; c 2 F1, b 2 F . Then
the structure F= is a free -regular semigroup on X and an eective description of
the relation  would be called a solution of the word problem for F=.
To move this problem to the general framework described above, put
! =f(abbbc; abc) j a; c 2 F1; b 2 Fg:
Then = . In fact, our main result assures that the relation ! is locally conuent
and thus the set C of all !-canonical forms with the multiplication a  b =
!
ab is a
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model of our free object. To prove local conuence of the relation ! we are facing to
a daunting task of grasping all possible overlaps of patterns bbb and ddd (b; d 2 F)
in an arbitrary word.
Fortunately, Lemma 3 combined with a bit of \universal algebra" leads to the result.
Before treating this case we consider rst the classes of all groups and completely
simple -regular semigroups.
2. Groups and completely simple semigroups
Groups are -regular semigroups satisfying the identity xx= (since xxx=x follows
we can omit it in this case).
Theorem 1 (Well known and trivial). The relations !0 =f(abbc; ac) j a; c 2 F1; b 2
Fg and ! =f(ayyc; ac) j a; c 2 F1; y 2 X [ X g have the same reexive-transitive
closures. Both are conuent and hence the canonical forms represent a free group
on X .
Proof. The closures coincide since y1 : : : yn(y1 : : : yn) = y1 : : : ynyn : : : y

1 ! y1 : : :
yn−1yn−1 : : : y

1 !    !  for any y1; : : : ; yn 2 X [ X .
There is only one non-trivial conguration for a simultaneous application of the rela-
tion !, namely ayy yb. Places of the left-hand sides of our reductions are underlined
and overlined. Both reductions lead to ayb. Thus our relations are locally conuent.
A -regular semigroup is completely simple if and only if it satises the identity
xyyx = xx { see [6].
Theorem 2. The relations!0 =f(abbbc; abc) j a; c 2 F1; b 2 Fg[f(abddbc; abbc)
j a; c 2 F1; b; d 2 Fg and ! =f(ayyyc; ayc) j a; c 2 F1; y 2 X [ X g [ f(ayzzyc;
ayyc) j a; c 2 F1; y; z 2 X [X g have the same reexive-transitive closures. Both are
conuent and hence the canonical forms represent a free completely simple -regular
semigroup on X .
Proof. The closures coincide since y1 : : : ym(y1 : : : ym)y1 : : : ym = y1 : : : ymym : : : y

1y1
: : : ym ! y1 : : : ym−1ym−1 : : : y1y1 : : : ym !    ! y1y1y1 : : : ym ! y1 : : : ym and y1 : : :
ymz1 : : : zn(z1 : : : zn)(y1 : : : ym) = y1 : : : ymz1 : : : znzn : : : z

1y

m : : : y

1 ! y1 : : : ymz1 : : :
zn−1zn−1 : : : z

1y

m : : : y

1 !    ! y1 : : : ymym : : : y1 .
The list of all non-trivial overlaps for a simultaneous application of the relation !
follows (we use the left{right symmetry to reduce the number of cases). Again places
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of the left-hand sides of our reductions are underlined and overlined.
ayyyyyb; ayyyyb ; ayzzyyyb ; ayyyyyb ; ayyyyb ;
ayttyzzyb ; azyyzzyb ; ayyyyyb where a; b 2 F1; y; z; t 2 X [ X :
We see that the words
ayyyb; ayyb; ayyb; ayyyb; ayyb; ayyyb; azyb; ayyyb
can be obtained from the above ones regardless which reductions we start with.
3. -regular semigroups
Recall the denition of the relation ! and the set C from Section 1 and denote
C2 = C  C1.
Lemma 3. If a 2 C2; b 2 F1 and a! b then b 2 (C2)1. Moreover; the reduction !
is locally conuent on C2.
Proof. We imagine here a word y1 : : : yn (y1; : : : ; yn 2 Y ) as a segment consisting of n
unit intervals labelled by the letters y1; : : : ; yn. It allows us to speak about the midpoint
of a word { it is placed between the letters ym and ym+1 for n= 2m and on the letter
ym for n= 2m− 1.
Let u; v 2 C, p 2 F and let ppp be a segment of uv. If the midpoint of ppp is
placed in u or it coincides with the common point of u and v delete pp in uv and
delete pp otherwise. In both cases we get a word of the form u0v0 for a certain initial
segment u0 of u and a nal segment v0 of v. So u0v0 2 C2.
Let a given word a be of the forms a=upppv=u0qqqv0, p; q 2 F , u; v; u0; v0 2 F1.
We have to show that there exists d 2 F derivable from both b = upv and c = u0qv0
using the relation !. We will classify all possible overlaps rst.
We can assume that jqj  jpj (otherwise change the notation) and that ju0j+ 32 jqj 
juj+ 32 jpj (it means that the midpoint of qqq is not right from the midpoint of ppp {
otherwise consider the mirror image through the vertical line in the middle of ppp).
All possible \congurations" 1{38 are depicted below. The top horizontal segment is
the word ppp. It divides the plane into vertical regions 1,3,5,7,9 (in fact 9 is always
empty) with borders 2,4,6,8. The following 38 horizontal segments correspond to all
possible placings of qqq. Every case has its coordinates given by the positions of
the four border points of qqq { for instance, the coordinates for the case 28 are
(3,3,5,6). The cases are ordered according to their coordinates which are treated as 4
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digit integers. Clearly, 1133 is the smallest non-trivial number.
In many cases the conguration leads immediately to the existence of a further
segment rrr in the word a disjoint from qqq { it is marked by a broken line (in
case 31 we have even a segment rrrrrr). Since a 2 C2, it is a contradiction.
There is nothing to prove in Case 22. Also in Case 7 q= p and all is clear.
Cases 12{14, 19{21, 27{29: Let the borderline 4 divide q into q = r  s and let
jrj  jsj (the opposite case is dual { consider the mirror image through the line 4).
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So let r = ts, t 2 F1. If 3jsj  jqj the word q ends with sss { a contradiction.
Thus 3jsj> jqj, s = wt, w 2 F and q is of the form ttwwt. Consequently, qqq =
twwttttwwttwwtt { a contradiction.
Case 35: Let the lines 4 and 6 divide the q’s into r  s and t  w, respectively. Then
the region 3 ends with ss and the region 7 starts with tt. We have found disjoint
segments sss and ttt in a { a contradiction.
Case 34: Consider sss as above together with qqq in regions 5{7.
Case 25: Let the line 4 divide q into r  s. If jrj  jsj then p ends with rrr. If
jrj> jsj let r = st, t 2 F . Then qqqt = tsss  sttsst in a. In both cases we have
a contradiction.
Case 33: The mirror image through line 4 is the previous case.
Cases 6 and 32: Let line 4 in case 6 and line 6 in case 32 divides q into r  s. If
jrj  jsj then r = ts, t 2 F1 and we have qqqt = tssssttsst in a. Otherwise
s= rt, t 2 F and p= trrr. In both cases we have a contradiction.
Case 3: Let line 4 divide q into r  s. If jrj  jsj we have r = ts, t 2 F1 and
qqqt= tssssttsst in a. So let jrj< jsj. If 3jrj  jpj the word p ends with rrr.
Otherwise r=wz, p= zzwwz, z; w 2 F and we have rrr in regions 1{4 and zzzz
in regions 5{7. In all cases we have found a contradiction.
Case 30: Here p=rqq, r 2 F , a=urqqqqrrqqv, b=urqqv, c=urqqrrqqv!
urqqv.
Case 26: Here p=rqq, r 2 F , a=urqqqqrrqqv, b=urqqv, c=urqqrrqqv!
urqqv.
Since every a 2 C2 has the uniquely determined canonical form !a we can dene a
binary operation  on the set C by the rule a  b= a  b−−! for all a; b 2 C.
Lemma 4. The operation  is an associative operation on the set C. Moreover; for
a 2 C we have a 2 C and the unary semigroup (C;  ; ) satises the identities
x = x; (x  y) = y  x and x  x  x = x.
Proof. Using induction with respect to jbj we will show that, for every a; b; c 2 C, we
have
−−−!!
a  b c=
−−−−!
a 
!
b  c :
Suppose rst that b= y 2 X [ X  and consider 4 cases.
Case 1: ay; yc 2 C. Then
−−!!
ay c=
!
ayc and
−−!
a
!
yc=
!
ayc.
Case 2: a= upyypp, p 2 F1, yc 2 C. Then
−−!!
ay c=
−−!
upyc and
−−!
a
!
yc=
−−−−−−−−−−!
upyypp  yc=−−!upyc.
Case 3 is dual to Case 2.
Case 4: a= upyypp, p 2 F1, c = qqyyqv, v 2 F1. Then
−−!!
ay c=
−−−−−−−−−−!
upy  qqyyqv=−−−!upyqv and
−−!
a
!
yc=
−−−−−−−−−−−!
upyypp  yqv=−−−!upyqv.
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Induction step. Let b; b0 2 F be such that b b0 2 C and suppose that, for all a; c 2 F ,
(a  b)  c = a  (b  c) and (a  b0)  c = a  (b0  c).
We will show that, for all a; c 2 F , (a  (b  b0))  c = a  ((b  b0)  c). Indeed,
(a  (b  b0))  c=((a  b)  b0)  c=(a  b)  (b0  c)= a  (b  (b0  c))= a  ((b  b0)  c).
There is a segment of the form ppp, p 2 F in a 2 F only in case that there was
ppp in a. Thus a 2 C gives a 2 C and a = a since it is true even in F .
Similarly, a 2 C2 for any a 2 C2. We will show rst that, for every a 2 C2, we
have
!
a=(
!
a ). We use induction with respect to jaj. There is nothing to prove for
a 2 C. Further,
−−−−−−−!
(upppv)=
−−−−−−−!
vpppu=
−−−−!
vpu=
−−−−!
(upv)=(
−!
upv) = (
−−−−−!
upppv)
using the induction assumptions.
Now (a  b) = (
!
ab) =
!
(ab)=
−−!
ba=b  a.
Finally consider the last equation.
Case 1: aa 2 C. Then (a  a)  a= aa  a=
−−!
aaa=a.
Case 2: aa 62 C. Then there is a segment ppp; p 2 F in aa. We can suppose
that the midpoint of ppp is not right from the midpoint of aa { denote it by 
(otherwise use the dual arguments).
The word ppp is of one of the following forms:
srrrrssr  r, rrssrrr  rs, pp  p, rrssr  rrrs, srrr  rssrr.
Only the third case could happen { in all the others a or a contains a segment
qqq { a contradiction.
We have (upp ppu)  upp= (up pu)  upp= (up pu)  (up p) =
((up  pu)  up)  p = up  p = upp using induction with respect to jaj.
Theorem 5. The reduction ! is a locally conuent relation on F . Moreover; the set
C of all !-canonical forms equipped by
a  b=
!
ab
and the involution  is the free -regular semigroup on its subset X .
Proof. Consider a homomorphism of unary semigroups
 : (F;  ; )! (C;  ; )
given by xi 7! xi.
Then
(x1i1      xmim ) = x1i1      xmim :
Notice that (a) is, in fact, realized by a certain sequence of applications of the relation
! on the word a.
Since (C;  ; ) is a -regular semigroup by Lemma 2,  factorizes through # :
F ! F=, a 7! a by the homomorphism  : (F=;  ; ) ! (C; ); a 7! (a). The
surjectivity of  follows from the surjectivity of .
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Furthermore,  is one-to-one since, for every a 2 F , (a)a. Indeed, using induction
with respect to jaj, we have (x)=x and (ab)=(a)(b)=
−−−−−!
(a)(b) (a)(b)ab
by the induction assumptions.
Let a; b; c 2 F , b  a ! c. Then bac and (b) = (a) = (c). Consequently,
b) (a)( c.
Corollary 6. The reduction ! gives a polynomial time algorithm for solving the word
problem for free -regular semigroups. Namely; f and g (f; g 2 F) are representa-
tives of the same element if and only if
!
f =
!
g .
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